
The winners award of FIFTY Design Competition will be held THURSDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 
at 2.30 pm at the exhibition event THE SOUND OF DESIGN (hall 30). 

Colosso will be exhibited together with the mentioned project and the other three finalist 
drawings at the Julia Marmi stand in Cersaie (Hall 29 stand A43). 

COLOSSO – REPORT ARCH. LUCA MACI 

In celebration of the company's 50th anniversary, the project is inspired by history with a 
tribute to classicism. 

COLOSSO is a round countertop washbasin in Piasentina stone with a polished finish 
obtained with cnc machining. 

A stereometric element, repetitive in its radial symmetry dug into niches, which similarly 
recalls the great urban architecture of Roman arenas and the detailed finishes of their 
architectural elements. As in a fractal, the image is simultaneously a vision of a whole and 
a particular, a building and a column, in a conceptual tilt that leaves every single user free 
to interpret. 

Its open figure, downwards, is conceived for an ideal visual closure that is realized through 
reflection on a polished plane; like Narciso, COLOSSO is reflected and welcomes its 
balanced and rigorous nature, reverberating around its beauty and harmony. 

MOTIVATIONS OF THE JURY 

The project interprets matter with clean shapes and simplicity; it is easy to execute, with 
great compositional coherence and, stylistically, with a clear reference to classicism 

EYE2018 – REPORT PIERPAOLO ZANCHIN 

The intent was to create an object that combines 2 materials quite different from each 
other both for technical qualities and for the destinations for which they are usually used: 

Stone and glass. 

The Pietra Piasentina certainly plays the main role, it could not be otherwise; it is to her 
that we refer as soon as we approach this complement, it is she who, despite often 
present in the form of more or less worked parallelepiped, here instead "lightens" almost 
drawing the space with curves and volumes sweet, sinuous "bucando "Literally floors and 
volumes where previously they were closed, obstructed, caged. This while maintaining its 
aesthetic-functional characteristics that have always characterized it, indeed almost by 
highlighting them even more. 

The glass bottom happily leaves the stage; it merely performs its function when it is called 
into question for the rest is there ... presence for nothing cumbersome. It is applied directly 
to the lower level, housed in its slightly inclined seat, separated from the stone by a gasket 
that draws the water and prevents it from leaking out as well as "softening" the contact 
with the stone. 



An attempt to create a balanced set of surfaces, lines and finishes capable of satisfying, of 
intriguing but above all of attracting.. 

MOTIVATIONS OF THE JURY 

Project carried out in a very accurate and exhaustive manner in the definition of details, 
able to reward stone material highlighting its compactness and expressive strength, 
innovative in applying glass and concealing the discharge 


